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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the design of the main damping rings
and the positron pre-damping ring for the SLAC Next Linear
Collider, a future linear collider with a center-of-mass energy
of 0.5 to 1.5 TeV. The rings will operate at an energy of 2
GeV with a maximum repetition rate of 180 Hz. The normalized extracted beam emittances are γ ²x = 3 mm-mrad and
γ ² y = 0.03 mm-mrad. To provide the necessary damping, the
rings must damp multiple trains of bunches. Thus, the beam
current is large, roughly 1 A. We will present the optical layout,
magnet designs, and RF systems, along with the dynamic aperture and required alignment tolerances; collective effects will be
discussed in another paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
The primary requirements of the NLC damping rings are
summarized in Table 1 for two stages of the NLC design [1]. The
rings must produce electron and positron beams with emittances
of γ ²x = 3 mm-mrad and γ ² y = 0.03 mm-mrad at a repetition
rate as high as 180 Hz. The beams in the rings consist of trains
of as many as 90 bunches, spaced by 1.4 ns, with a maximum
single bunch population of 1.5 × 1010 .
Table 1.

Damping ring requirements for NLC designs.
NLC-I (500 GeV) NLC-III (1.5 TeV)

γ ²x

3 × 10−6 m-rad

3 × 10−6 m-rad

γ ²y

−8

−8

3 × 10

m-rad

3 × 10

m-rad

Rep. Rate

180 Hz

120 Hz

Bunch Charge

0.7 × 1010

1.5 × 1010

Bunch Sep.

1.4 ns

1.4 ns

Bunches/Train

90

75

The NLC electron injector is based on a polarized photocathode in a DC gun with a subharmonic buncher system. It is
designed to produce bunch trains with a normalized emittance of
γ ²x,y = 100 mm-mrad and a momentum spread less than ±1%.
Thus, the electron vertical emittance must be damped by roughly
four orders of magnitude. Since the damping ring must operate
uncoupled to produce the flat beams, this specifies the required
number of vertical damping times; assuming a vertical equilibrium emittance of 2 × 10−8 m-rad, the beams must be stored for
4.6 vertical damping times.
Thus, the primary design problems in the rings involve attaining both very fast damping and very small equilibrium emit∗ Work supported by the Department of Energy, contracts DE-AC0376SF00515 (SLAC) and DE-AC03-76SF00098 (LBL).

tances with a large dynamic aperture since the beam emittances
are large at injection. Simple scaling shows that these competing requirements would force one to a large circumference ring
which can store and damp many trains of bunches at the same
time [2].
The situation is even worse in the case of the positron injector, where to produce the required number of positrons, the
captured positron beam emittance is large; in the NLC design
[3], the incoming positrons have an emittance that is roughly
600 times the incoming electron emittance and an energy spread
of ±2%. In this case, it would be extremely difficult to attain the
required damping and the necessary dynamic aperture in a single
ring. Therefore, we will use a pre-damping ring to damp the incoming positron emittance to the level of the incoming electron
emittance; the positrons can then be transfered to the main damping ring which would be identical to the electron damping ring.
Assuming a normalized equilibrium emittance of 30 mm-mrad
in the pre-damping ring, the positron beams must be damped for
3.2 damping times to attain extracted rms emittances equal to
that of the incoming electron beams.
Table 2. Pre-damping ring parameters.
Energy
1.8 ∼ 2.2 GeV
Circumference

112 m

Current

1 Amp

νx , ν y , νs

10.18, 4.18, 0.015

γ ²x,y (fully coupled)

2.5 × 10−5 m-rad

σ² , σz

0.1%, 7.0 mm

τ x , τ y , τz

3.0 ms, 4.0 ms, 2.4 ms

VR F , f R F

1.5 MV, 714 MHz

Table 3.
Energy

Main damping ring parameters.
1.8 ∼ 2.2 GeV

Circumference

223 m

Current

1 Amp

νx , ν y , νs

23.81, 8.62, 0.004

γ ²x , γ ² y

−6

3 × 10

m-rad, 2 × 10−8 m-rad

σ² , σz

0.09%, 4.1 mm

τ x , τ y , τz

4.0 ms, 4.6 ms, 2.5 ms

VR F , f R F

1.0 MV, 714 MHz

The principal parameters of the pre- and main damping rings
are listed in Tables 2 and 3. The nominal operating energy is 2.0
GeV, although the rings are being designed to operate between
1.8 GeV and 2.2 GeV. This will provide the operational flexibil-

ity to balance faster damping rates against smaller equilibrium
emittances. Both rings will store multiple trains of bunches. The
pre-damping ring will store two 90 bunch trains at once while the
main damping ring will store four 90 bunch trains. The bunches
in a train are separated by 1.4 ns while the trains themselves
are separated by 60 ns so that fast kickers can inject and extract
individual trains. In this manner, each bunch train is stored for
two machine cycles in the pre-damping ring and four machine
cycles in the main damping ring. Finally, the maximum average
current is roughly 1 A for the NLC-III parameters; note that for
NLC-III the bunch trains are only 75 bunches long and the train
separation is roughly 80 ns.
The pre-damping ring will operate on the difference coupling resonance. In this case, the equilibrium emittances are
γ ²x,y = 30 mm-mrad and the transverse damping time is τx,y =
3.45 ms; thus, after two 180 Hz machine cycles, the beams are
stored for 3.2 damping times. In the main damping ring, the
horizontal equilibrium emittance, including the intrabeam scattering for 1.5 × 1010 , is γ ²x = 3.1 mm-mrad while the vertical
equilibrium emittance of γ ² y = 0.02 mm-mrad is determined by
the alignment tolerances. Finally, the vertical damping time is
4.64 ms; this corresponds to roughly 4.8 vertical damping times.
In both rings, the damping is slightly greater than that required;
this provides a margin for injection transients and mismatches.
In the next sections, we will briefly describe the optical design of the positron pre-damping ring and the main damping
rings. Then, we will discuss the injection/extraction and the RF
systems. Finally, we will describe the tolerances and dynamic
aperture of the rings.

II. OPTICAL DESIGNS
Both rings are designed in a race-track form with two arcs
separated by straight sections. The pre-damping ring is roughly
110 meters in circumference while the main damping ring is
twice as large.
In the pre-damping ring, each arc consists of 14 FOOF cells
plus dispersion matching sections; the FOOF cell is a modified
FODO lattice where the defocusing quadrupole is replaced by a
combined function bending magnet. Because the ring needs a
large dynamic aperture and does not require a small equilibrium
emittance, we use a weak focusing lattice. We chose to use the
FOOF structure since it constrains the beta functions, allowing
us to design a smaller vacuum chamber aperture and thereby
less expensive magnets. In the arcs, the vacuum chamber measures 3 cm by 3.2 cm. This provides physical aperture for an
injected normalized edge emittance of 0.09 m-rad (50% larger
than nominal) plus 2 mm clearance for alignment and steering.
In the main damping ring, each arc consists of 19 TME cells
[4] plus dispersion matching sections. The straight sections are
roughly 30 meters in length. One side of the ring is devoted to
the damping wigglers while the other side contains the injection
and extraction components and the RF cavities.
The TME cells consist of a single combined function bending magnet, two focusing quadrupoles and a single defocusing
quadrupole. Each cell contains six sextupoles, in three families, to correct the chromaticity. The vacuum chamber is circular
with a 25 mm diameter and an ante-chamber to handle the intense synchrotron radiation; the chamber is described further in

Ref. [5]. Preliminary designs have been made of the bending
magnets, quadrupoles and sextupoles. The bending magnet has
a central field of 15.3 kG with a gradient of 125 kG/m and a half
gap of 1.6 cm. The quadrupoles have a maximum gradient of
600 kG/m with an aperture of 1.6 cm while the sextupoles have a
maximum gradient ∂ 2 B y /∂ x 2 of 30,000 kG/m2 with an aperture
of 1.7 cm. In all cases, the poles are designed to fit around the
ante-chamber.
In addition, the main damping ring requires roughly 25 meters of high field wiggler to attain the desire damping times. The
two parameters that are relevant for a damping wiggler are the
integral of B y2 , which determines the damping, and the quantum
excitation, which is set by the field and the period. In the NLC
design, we have chosen to consider a relatively short, high field
device. If we assume a sinusoidal B y with a peak of 22 kG
(close to the saturation of Vanadium Permandur), then we need a
length of 25.6 meters and a period of 25 cm. Simple scaling laws
suggest that such a wiggler could be build as either a permanent
magnet hybrid wiggler or an electromagnetic wiggler.
The SSRL Beam–Line 9 wiggler [6], which was recently
constructed, nearly meets our requirements. It is a hybrid wiggler with a peak field of 20.5 kG and a 26 cm period. Because
the wiggler poles were designed to optimize the total flux, the
field is not sinusoidal and the integral of B y2 is within 1% of our
requirements.

III. INJECTION/EXTRACTION
In both damping rings, injection and extraction are performed using DC septum magnets and pulsed kicker magnets.
The design concept is similar to the system developed for the
SLC [7]. The kickers are required to inject or extract a single
126 ns bunch train onto or from the closed orbit without disturbing the other stored bunches. Thus the rise and the fall times
must be less than the train separation 60 ns. Finally, to reduce RF
transients, a new bunch train is injected on the same revolution
that a damped bunch train is extracted.
The main damping ring kickers must provide a deflection of
2.5 mrad with a stability of 1θ/θ ≤ 0.5 × 10−3 for the extraction kickers and 1θ/θ ≤ 3.5 × 10−3 for the injection kickers;
these tolerances limit the beam jitter due to the kickers to 10%
of the beam size. The deflection can be provided using a 1.2
meter kicker with an impedance of 50 Ä and a voltage of 17 kV.
Achromatic (double) kicker systems will be used to ease the stability requirements. Here, an identical kicker, powered by the
same pulser, is placed in the injection/extraction line and separated from the kicker in the ring by a horizontal ±I transform.
Finally, to reduce the rise and fall times requirements, the injection and extraction kickers in the ring are also separated by a ±I
transform in the horizontal plane; the rising and falling kicker
pulses can then be tuned to compensate the deflections to the
stored beams.
In the pre-damping ring, because of the large beam emittances, the required deflection is roughly three times larger and
the required kicker aperture is roughly 50% larger than in the
main damping ring. Fortunately, the stability requirements are
relaxed by a factor of two. To maintain conservative magnet
and pulser designs, both the injection and the extraction kickers
would consist of four 50 cm magnets powered in parallel.

IV. RF SYSTEMS
The RF parameters are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Both
rings will use 714 MHz systems; this is the lowest frequency
that is consistent with the 1.4 ns bunch spacing. Because of the
long bunch trains, the RF cavities must have HOM damping. At
this stage of the design, we have assumed scaled versions of the
PEP-II single-mode RF cavities [8]; further discussion can be
found in Ref. [5].
In the pre-damping ring, the required RF voltage is determined by the size of the RF bucket. The incoming beam is
expected to have a momentum deviation of ±2%. This would
require an RF voltage of 2.5 MV. Instead, an energy compressor,
located at the entrance of the ring, will reduce the incoming energy deviations by a factor of two. Thus, we plan to use an RF
voltage of 1.5 MV; this provides an energy bucket of 1.5%.
In the main damping ring, the RF voltage is determined
by the energy loss per turn. The synchrotron radiation loss is
635 keV/turn and we have estimated the parasitic losses at 120
keV/turn by scaling from the old PEP ring. This is felt to be
a conservative estimate; scaling from the ALS or the PEP-II
rings suggest parasitic losses an order of magnitude smaller. In
this case, a 1 MV RF voltage would be sufficient. It provides
sufficient voltage to prevent the beam loading instability while
allowing for a longer bunch length which is desirable.

Obviously, both rings have severe alignment tolerances. To
attain the required values, we plan to use a beam-based alignment
technique where trims on the individual magnets are varied and
the resulting orbit deflections are used to infer the magnet centers.
Similar techniques are being used successfully at the ALS and
LEP storage rings.

VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented the design of the SLAC
NLC damping rings. Both a large aperture pre-damping ring
and a main damping ring are needed to damp the positron
beam while a single ring is used for the electron beam. The
extracted emittances of the rings are γ ²x = 3 mm-mrad and
γ ² y = 0.03 mm-mrad. We have discussed the optical designs,
the RF systems, the injection/extraction kickers, and the alignment tolerances and dynamic aperture. Further discussion of
collective effects can be found in Ref. [5].
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